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Marion Nestle, the Paulette Goddard Professor in the Department of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health at New
York University and author of Food Politics, discusses food marketing during her morning lecture Thursday, Aug. 24, in
the Amphitheater.

It tells you about some of the benefits of eating organic and choosing healthier meats although it does also
give terrible advice about taking vitamins and supplements. If aiming for a low-fat, high carb and low-calorie
diet makes you feel awful, hungry and ill - as it does for many of us - and has impeded If a low-fat, high carb
and low-calorie diet makes you feel good and helps you maintain a healthy weight and you just want to refine
your regime a tiny bit, then this might be the book for you. If aiming for a low-fat, high carb and low-calorie
diet makes you feel awful, hungry and ill - as it does for many of us - and has impeded your attempts to
maintain a healthy weight, this book has little to offer and there are so many better books out there for you.
This book says low fat or no-fat dairy foods are the best type to get, that adequate protein can easily be gotten
from beans, fluoride is safe and good for your teeth and should not be removed from drinking water, soy
formulas for infants are completely safe, vegetarian diets are the healthiest, junk food is fine so long as your
portions are small and not too high calorie, to lose weight you just need to eat less and move more - all of
which I would strongly disagree with based on information and research in lots of far better researched books.
The section on supplements is unspeakably bad and it is very clear the author has done very little research in
this area. There is a grain of truth in what she says. I would very much agree that a Centrum multivitamin or
other low quality mutivitamin is going to do very little good to anyone, but so would every nutritional
medicine expert there is! The information given here is beyond skewed and extremely selective, not to
mention based on flawed studies which do not at all reflect what nutritional experts are actually
recommending. It is not at all the reasonable and educated overview of this topic that it claims to be. For
example, negative studies using the synthetic form of vitamin E in isolation are not relevant to the use of
natural vitamin E in all the 8 forms and as part of a complete nutritional program. No nutrient works well in
isolation or at a dose far lower than what is typically used by nutritional medicine experts. Dr Abram Hoffer
explains that we need about 45 different nutrients in optimal quantities. He also explains that no nutrient
works alone, and that an enzyme reaction that needs three different nutrients to take place, requires all three
nutrients and so no one nutrient should be considered more important than the other. Some nutrients can be
obtained in reasonable amounts in food, while others will sometimes or always require the use of supplements
to ensure optimal levels. It is not true as some claim that the optimum levels of all nutrients can be obtained
through diet alone. Supplements are necessary, for the following reasons: Storing foods for long times and
heavily processing foods can dramatically lower nutrient levels in the food and may destroy some nutrients
entirely; for example, oranges have been found to contain between mg of vitamin C and 0 mg of vitamin C,
each. Supplements are necessary and eating well is also important. Food is awesomely powerful. A person can
need many times more vitamin C when ill than they need when they are well, and these higher doses just
cannot be gotten from food. More helpful information on intelligent supplementation is included in books such
as Detoxify or Die, Orthomolecular Medicine for Everyone: Other bizarre claims in this book include that no
doctors disagree on the role of cholesterol causing heart disease or the need to avoid saturated fats to cut down
heart disease risk. This is just not true. See books such as Ignore the Awkward.: Even more bizarre it is
claimed that the idea that eggs are good for you is just propaganda by the egg industry! This book reinforces
the following myths: Eating fat makes you fat 2. There is no such thing as good and bad foods 3. Junk food in
moderation wont hurt anyone 5. Each topic was dealt with so lightly. There was no real depth of discussion or
research, or the necessary intelligent and impassioned challenging of the status quo that would make putting a
book out worthwhile. Far better books than this one which set out a diet that is all about health and disease
prevention and treatment as well as weight management, and are far better researched and well written
include: Eat Fat, Lose Fat: Reprogram your genes for effortless weight loss, vibrant health, and boundless
energy and others. Many of us have got fat and ill eating exactly the way this book recommends. If it works
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for the author and some others that is great, each to their own, but for many of us this is not helpful advice and
is incorrect. Luckily there are lots of really wonderful diet and nutrition books available today.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Where to From Here? Can it really be 15 years since Edible Ojai kick-started the Edible Communities
contribution to the local food movement? Edible Communities has played such a vital role in the stunning
changes that have taken place in the North American food world since the mid s. At a time when global
politics seems ever more intimidating and irrational, local food movements shine as beacons of empowerment
and hope. By making food choices that support regional farmers and producers, we vote with our forks for
healthier and more sustainable lives for ourselves, our children, our communities, and our planet. Choosing
local food is an outright act of politics. Begin with food, I tell them. They are too young to realize how much
the food movement already has accomplished: The food system has changed so much for the better since
Edible Communities began its journey. Here is my personal measure of its progress. Everyone thought we
were out of our minds: Why would anyone want to study about food? But we got lucky. The New York Times
wrote about our programs the week after they were approved. That very afternoon, we had students in our
offices waving the clipping and telling us that they had waited all their lives for these programs. Now, just
about every college I visit offers some version of a Food Studies program or food courses in fields as diverse
as English, history, art and biology. Some gains of local food movements are easier to measure than others.
One of my favorites: In , there were 1,; by , there were 8, The USDA is mainly devoted to promoting
industrial agriculture but has had to pay attention if a bit grudgingly to the growth of local and regional food
systems. It reports that about 8 percent of U. This is a tiny fraction of U. More signs of progress: Since ,
regional food hubs, which the USDA defines as collaborative enterprises for moving local foods into larger
mainstream markets, have tripled in number. The USDA finds four times as many school districts with
farm-to-school programs as it did a decade ago. It even notes the number of farms selling directly to retail
stores or restaurants. As for what seems obvious to meâ€”the increasing value of local food to local
economiesâ€”the USDA remains hesitant hence: The USDA partners with other federal agencies in a Local
Foods, Local Places program aimed at revitalizing communities through the development of local food
systems. This program may be minuscule in federal terms, but that it exists at all is testimony to how
effectively local food movements have encouraged the development of home, school, community and urban
gardens. The Edible Communities publications have both chronicled and championed all these changes. One
more measurable change: Organic production, of course, is not necessarily local but it is very much part of the
food movement. But the USDA has no idea how to measure the other critical accomplishments of the food
movement. It is hard to put a number on the personal and societal values associated with knowing where food
comes from and how it is produced. We need to keep doing this, now more than ever. The congressional
Freedom Caucus is doing all it can to revoke a long list of federal regulations, many of which deal with food.
Its members want to do away with healthier school meals, the National Organic Program, food labels, menu
labels and a host of food safety regulations. We need to do more than vote with forks to protect the gains of
the last few years. The most important strategy by far is to write, call and meet with our own congressional
representatives or their staff. If one person does this, they might not notice. But if several do, they pay
attention. If many do, they pay more attention. Get friends to help. So much can be done at the local level to
strengthen food systems and encourage community action. Real social change starts locally, and builds from
there. They are a force for strengthening local food movements, supporting community development and
taking political action for a healthier and more sustainable future. For information, see www.
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by Marion Nestle (Berkeley: University of California Press, ), pp., $ "Get ready for Prozac" should be the subtitle of
Marion Nestle's new book, Food Politics.

Recipes Go Insufficient access to fresh food. Here are their suggestions. It gets processed and it gets
manipulated. And when that happens you eat less nutritiously. And the environment suffers. And farmers see
less of the food dollars. This may sound self-defeating coming from a chef, but we need to get more people
behind the stove. Find one near you among the 25, listings in EatWellGuide. Your support expands the market
for small-scale farmers and safeguards your health and the health of the planet. Everyone votes daily with his
or her life actions. Much of the loss happens in the household. One way everybody can contribute to making
the food system more sustainable is by planning a menu, every week. This will not only help you and your
family to get a balanced diet, but if you take your menu with you when you go shopping, it will help you to
buy only what you need, in the quantities you need. I see the power of cooking from scratch every day in our
kitchens and I know how transformative it can be. Also, work to elect congressional representatives who
represent consumers, not agribusiness. Are the farmers treated fairly? Is it grown in a way that does not harm
the environment? How is it harvested? How do you prepare it for eating? The impact can be far-reaching as
these children learn to make healthy and informed choices for themselves, which in turn are healthy choices
for the environment and the rest of us. Making school lunches more nutritious only gets us partway there.
When kids follow food from the garden to the kitchen to the table, doing the work themselves, something
amazing happens. They want to taste everything! By engaging their senses in the garden, students are
effortlessly learning where food comes from, about the importance of stewardship of the land, and about the
civilizing and humanizing effects of sitting and eating together at the table.
4: Food Politics by Marion Nestle Â» Books
February 25 Voting with our forks: an (online) interview with Marion Nestle. Kaiser Permanente Food for Health Kaiser
Permanente Food for Health February 23 Interview (online) with Julia Belluz, Marion Nestle on what really influences
eating, Voz.

5: Marion Nestle: Food Politics on the Lighter Side | Calmful Living
Food & faith by, , Living the Good News edition, in English.

6: Food Politics by Marion Nestle Â» Media
From the creator of the bestseller Simpler Living, Compassionate Life: A Christian Perspective comes Food and Faith.
Food is itself a joyful gift -- recall how the gift of food so often mediates the sanctity and preciousness of life.

7: Marion Nestle discusses 15 years of the Local Food Movement | Edible Communities
Voting With Their Forks By Regina Schrambling The Los Angeles Times, August 16, SUMMER is supposed to be the
mindless season, with nothing deeper to contemplate than the instant gratification of barbecues and ice cream.

8: What to Eat by Marion Nestle
Marion Nestle is Paulette Goddard Professor of Nutrition, Food Studies and Public Health, Emerita, at New York
University. She is also a Visiting Professor of Nutritional Sciences at Cornell.
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